Census Circular No. 36

Kindly refer to Circular No. 34 wherein you were requested to send following items along with inventory;
1. One copy of Charge Register.
2. Short Supervisory Booklet.
3. Third copy of NPR abstract.
4. Particulars of enumerators/supervisor for training allowance and honorarium for Houselist and NPR.
5. Copy of coverage certificate by enumerators/supervisors.

However, most of the Charge Officers are yet to submit the above mentioned documents which is hampering the progress of further work. It is requested that the Charge Officers who have not submitted these documents, should submit the same by 26-7-2010. Failure to do so shall be viewed seriously.

Yours sincerely,

(VARSHA JOSHI, IAS)
DIRECTOR, CENSUS OPERATIONS, DELHI

To: All Charge Officers
Copy To:
1. The Commissioner, MCD, Principal Census Officer, Municipal Corporation of Delhi, Ambedkar Stadium, Delhi Gate, Delhi
2. The Additional Commissioner (Engg.), MCD, City Census Officer, Municipal Corporation, of Delhi, Ambedkar Stadium, Delhi Gate, Delhi
3. The Chairman, NDMC, Principal Census Officer, NDMC, Palika Kendra, New Delhi
4. The Secretary, NDMC, City Census Officer, NDMC, Palika Kendra, New Delhi
5. The Director (Admin), NDMC, Additional City Census Officer, NDMC, Palika Kendra, New Delhi
6. The Chief Executive Officer, Delhi Cantonment Board, Town Census Officer, Delhi Cantonment, New Delhi.
7. All the Dy. Commissioners, MCD Zones, Zonal Census Officers.
8. All Sub Divisional Magistrates of Govt. of NCT of Delhi. (Rural Charges)
9. The Registrar General India, 2A Man Singh Road, New Delhi
10. The Director, Economics and Statistics, Govt. of NCT of Delhi
11. The Directorate of Census Operations, of all States and UTs
12. Hindi Translator

(VARSHA JOSHI, IAS)
DIRECTOR, CENSUS OPERATIONS, DELHI

forwarded to G(17) with the request to upload the circular on official website.